Introduction
============

If life is full of emotional peaks and valleys, then our ability to regulate emotion helps us to navigate this landscape effectively. Indeed, emotion regulation can be used to lighten the burden of sadness, resist temptations or overcome fears. Given its importance in maintaining mental and physical well-being ([@nsx096-B53]; [@nsx096-B40]), emotion regulation has increasingly been the focus of behavioral and neuroscience research. Indeed, between 2002 and 2012, there was a 40-fold increase in the number of papers including the phrase 'emotion regulation' ([@nsx096-B51]). This growth has been spurred by studies in both humans and animals examining diverse forms of behavior that have emotion regulatory consequences.

How should we organize the myriad ways we can regulate emotions, their underlying neural bases and the ever-expanding literature examining them? While emotion regulation strategies can be distinguished in many ways ([@nsx096-B93]; [@nsx096-B9]; [@nsx096-B61]; [@nsx096-B54]; [@nsx096-B95]; [@nsx096-B52]), we focus on a high-level classification scheme that trades on the distinction between explicit and implicit forms of regulation. In recognition of the potential value of an explicit/implicit distinction, some reviews already have begun to explore its application to an emotion regulation context (e.g. [@nsx096-B9]; [@nsx096-B54]; [@nsx096-B44]). One issue, however, is that these reviews offer differing descriptions of 'implicit' regulation, sometimes focusing on the lack of a conscious and explicit goal to regulate and other times arguing that it occurs automatically and/or without need for cognitive control. As such, it remains unclear how best to unify the diverse literatures on emotion regulation and to draw conclusions about the common or distinct mechanisms underlying different kinds of explicit or implicit strategies. Our aim is to further this discussion by providing a comprehensive, multi-level framework that accounts for the range of behaviors currently referred to as emotion regulation and explains what makes different types of explicit and implicit emotion regulation strategies similar to or different from one another---as well as other forms of emotion regulation that do not easily fit into either category.

A key feature of our framework is its conceptualization of the psychological operations underlying emotion regulation strategies in terms of two orthogonal dimensions: (i) the nature of the emotion regulation goal (ranging from implicit/nonconscious to explicit/conscious) and (ii) the nature of the emotion change process (ranging from more automatic to more controlled). As we explicate below, this framework has several advantages. First, identifying two dimensions, rather than one, allows us to distinguish between neural systems supporting the regulation goal *vs* the change process. Second, the framework offers clear criteria for defining implicit and explicit regulation based on specific features of goal and process, giving rise to four distinct classes of emotion regulation, which allows it to additionally account for strategies that share features of *both* implicit and explicit regulation. Third, our formulation is guided by the success of similar frameworks in other areas of research, such as the study of memory, where the explicit/implicit distinction fostered research by specifying how qualitatively different behavioral expressions of memory were supported by distinct---but related---sets of underlying psychological processes and neural systems ([@nsx096-B117]).

As such, the framework describes each class of regulation strategies at three levels: in terms their behavioral characteristics, underlying psychological processes, and supporting neural systems. This approach leverages both behavioral and brain data to constrain psychological theorizing about the goal *vs* process distinction, which in turn builds a framework robust enough to account for multiple kinds of data. That said, the multi-level framework we advocate for here, as is the case for all such frameworks, rests on the notion that converging evidence from different DVs (dependent variables), which may be at different levels of analysis (e.g. behavioral *vs* brain measures) is needed to constrain the inferences we draw about the process level. The process level is, after all, unobservable, and behavioral and brain measures are all we have to triangulate on its nature. As such, we believe both kinds of measures are needed to understand the nature of the psychological level of analysis. However, given that---at present---the brain data are ambiguous with respect to whether specific prefrontal systems \[e.g. dlPFC *vs* ventral medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC)\] implement explicit *vs* implicit regulatory goals or controlled *vs* automatic change processes, as of now the best data for classifying strategies are behavioral. Therefore, while the article highlights the neural systems that have been associated with each class of emotion regulation, future studies are needed to tease apart specific neural functions.

With these considerations in mind, this article is divided into six parts. The first lays out the definitional logic of our proposed framework with a particular emphasis on distinguishing different combinations of regulation goals and emotion change processes that give rise to four different classes of emotion regulation strategies. The second through fifth parts review behavioral and neural evidence relevant to each strategy class. The final part summarizes the benefits of the framework and considers potential basic and translational applications.

A multi-level framework for explicit and implicit emotion regulation
====================================================================

To understand how emotions are regulated, it is important to first consider how they are generated. We adopt an inclusive definition of emotions as valenced multi-system---behavioral, cognitive, physiological and experiential---reactions occasioned by appraisals of a situation's relevance to current or chronic goals, needs or values ([@nsx096-B16]; [@nsx096-B118]). Emotion generation is subserved by multiple neural systems, each supporting distinct types of emotion-relevant computations, different combinations of which will be engaged depending upon the nature of the stimulus and one's response, including the amygdala, important for detecting, encoding and triggering responses to goal-relevant stimuli in general and potential threats in particular ([@nsx096-B99]; [@nsx096-B32]; [@nsx096-B30]; [@nsx096-B68]); the ventral striatum, involved in learning the reinforcement/reward value of stimuli ([@nsx096-B92]; [@nsx096-B33]) and the insula, which may support awareness of body states in the context of emotion ([@nsx096-B29]; [@nsx096-B27]; [@nsx096-B145]).

In our framework, explicit and implicit regulation are differentiated along two orthogonal psychological dimensions ([Figure 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}): (i) the nature of the emotion regulation goal, ranging from implicit/nonconscious to explicit/conscious and (ii) the nature of the emotion change process, ranging from more automatic to more controlled. This yields four classes of emotion regulation strategies ([Figure 1B](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}), named according to their characteristics on the goal and process dimensions (e.g. 'explicit controlled'). Two classes capture the majority of commonly studied forms of regulation: Explicit-controlled emotion regulation, which involves an explicit regulation goal and controlled change processes, and implicit-automatic emotion regulation, which involves an implicit regulation goal and more automatic change processes. The other two classes are hybrids that arise from less commonly studied---but nonetheless potentially important---combinations of regulatory goals and processes (i.e. explicit automatic and implicit controlled). In the next sections, we describe the goal and process dimensions in greater detail to explain how different combinations of these dimensions give rise to these four classes of emotion regulation.

![Description of the psychological dimensions involved in different kinds of emotion regulation. Location on the y-axis depicts the nature of the emotion regulation goal, and location on the x-axis depicts the nature of the change process. (A) Dots represent the typically studied instantiations of emotion regulation strategies. (B) Dashed lines indicate the rough boundaries of four classes of emotion regulation.](nsx096f1){#nsx096-F1}

Dimension 1: implicit *vs* explicit goals
-----------------------------------------

The goal dimension (the y-axis of [Figure 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}) describes the nature of the emotion regulation goal, which can vary from implicit to explicit. We define goals as mental representations of potential internal states and/or states of the world, which can be either explicit and consciously held or implicit and nonconscious ([@nsx096-B63]). Explicit emotion regulation goals involve a conscious desire to change one's emotions (e.g. the goal to feel happier), whereas implicit goals do not involve the conscious desire to change emotional responding. Although it may seem counterintuitive to describe some emotion regulation goals as implicit, our conceptualization is guided by recent advances in the study of self-regulation ([@nsx096-B9]; [@nsx096-B97]) as well as automatic goal pursuit, which demonstrates that goals can be activated and shape behavior outside of conscious awareness ([@nsx096-B31]).

We have identified several different instantiations of implicit goals. The first is a goal that is activated non-consciously (e.g. through priming), but in other situations, could be explicitly held. The second is a chronically active goal that is important for survival, such as the goal to identify, respond to and accurately represent the value of goal-relevant stimuli ([@nsx096-B123]; [@nsx096-B77]). The third is an incidental goal. In this case, there is no explicit goal to regulate emotion and the performance of a task---whose overt goal is not emotion-related---has the incidental effect of altering emotional responses ([@nsx096-B78]). An incidental goal is logically distinct from the first two types of implicit goals, which involve an active goal to change emotion. Importantly, in many instances where emotion change occurs and an individual has no conscious goal to regulate, it may be difficult to determine whether it was guided by one type of implicit goal or another. Therefore, we group these three types of goals under the umbrella heading of implicit because they support emotion change in the absence of a conscious goal. Future research is needed to differentiate the underlying mechanisms and behavioral effects.

Both explicit and implicit emotion regulation goals can be generated internally or externally. Internally generated goals come from an individual's thoughts or mental representations, such as the explicit decision to reappraise a stimulus or the implicit and chronic, continuously operating goal to identify and respond to salient stimuli ([@nsx096-B77]) and to accurately represent their value ([@nsx096-B123]). Externally generated goals come from outside the individual, including another person or a stimulus, such as an explicit placebo expectation derived from experimenter instructions or a goal that is primed nonconsciously by cues present in a specific situation ([@nsx096-B126]).

Dimension 2: controlled *vs* automatic change processes
-------------------------------------------------------

The process dimension (the *x*-axis of [Figure 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}) describes the nature of the emotion change process, which can range from more automatic to more controlled. The more automatic the change process, the more non-conscious is its operation, it engages few to no top-down control processes, and it tends to incrementally introduce changes in affective responding that may accrue over time. As such, automatic emotion change processes often involve affective learning, where an organism experiences shifts in the context or contingent outcomes associated with a stimulus and learns to update its prior affective value and/or adopt a new affective response to the stimulus. An example is extinction ([Figure 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}), where an organism reduces or extinguishes affective responses to a stimulus because it learns that it is no longer predictive of a previously associated outcome (e.g. a shock).

As we move right along the process continuum, strategies become less automatic and more controlled. Strategies in the middle of the continuum involve some top-down control processes, such as those supporting selection of goal-appropriate, and inhibition of goal-inappropriate, responses. An example is selective attention ([Figure 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}), in which an individual focuses their attention on the neutral aspects of an affective stimulus, instead of the affective features.

On the far right side of the process continuum are strategies that engage controlled processes to a greater degree, which could include processes supporting selection and inhibition as well as maintenance and manipulation of information in working memory. A strategy could be considered, 'more controlled' for multiple reasons, including engaging controlled processes that are of multiple different kinds, that are individually more complex, that operate for longer durations or some combination of these features. An example controlled strategy is reappraisal ([Figure 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}), in which an individual effortfully attempts to describe and characterize an emotional stimulus in terms that change their initial emotional response.

Differentiating classes of regulatory strategies
------------------------------------------------

Although the nature of both the goals and change processes vary along a continuum, four different classes of regulation arise from different combinations of goals and processes. Critically, explicit and implicit are clearly defined as terms describing the goals to regulate. The crossing of type of goal and type of process generates four distinct areas within [Figure 1B](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}. Explicit-controlled emotion regulation involves explicit goals that initiate regulation supported by controlled processes, whereas implicit-automatic emotion regulation involves opposite goal and process features---incidental or implicit goals that initiate regulation supported by automatic processes. The first hybrid class, implicit-controlled emotion regulation, involves implicit goals and depends on change processes that are more controlled. The second hybrid class, explicit-automatic emotion regulation, involves explicit goals and change processes that are more automatic.

In addition to distinguishing these four classes of emotion regulation, the framework provides a means to gain a more complete understanding of the psychological processes that underlie specific emotion regulation strategies. Variability in regulatory behavior---in the way in which any individual strategy can be implemented---can be conceptualized in terms of shifts along the goal and process axes. Consider reappraisal, which in its most-studied instantiation is putatively an explicit-controlled emotion regulation strategy, represented within the upper right area of the goal/process space ([Figure 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}), corresponding to an explicit goal to change emotions using cognitive control processes. While not typically studied, there may be instances where one rethinks the meaning of a situation *without* having the conscious intention to change emotion or where the reliance of reappraisal on controlled processes diminishes---for example, after some degree of reappraisal training and/or practice ([@nsx096-B38]; [@nsx096-B37]). Dieters who repeatedly attempt to control desire for food may provide an everyday instance of this shift: At first, the goal to reappraise is conscious, and the act of reappraising food is conscious and effortful, but over time, both could become more automatic. While to date no work has directly addressed this issue (for food or any other stimuli), the framework highlights the boundaries of our current knowledge that could be extended in future studies that test reappraisal under experimental conditions that limit the availability of cognitive resources, such as under cognitive load. Whatever the outcome of such studies, the key idea is that typically studied forms of reappraisal might exemplify explicit-controlled regulation, but other variants of reappraisal, including forms that become more implicit with practice, could all be located within different regions of the goal/process space. [Figure 2](#nsx096-F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the theoretical locations that reappraisal and other emotion regulation strategies could occupy depending on the way they are implemented. Finally, it is important to note that changes in goal and process will be associated with shifts in the underlying neural systems, and here again the framework highlights the boundaries of our current knowledge. As previewed above---and as detailed below---more research is needed to clarify the association of specific control systems with regulatory goals *vs* processes because the lion's share of extant work examines just two of the four possible ways that explicit *vs* implicit goals and controlled *vs* automatic processes can combine to support emotion regulation strategies.

![Theoretical locations of different emotion regulation strategies within the goal and process space. Dashed lines indicate the locations that could be occupied by different instantiations of an emotion regulation strategy.](nsx096f2){#nsx096-F2}

With these definitions in place, we can now review extant behavioral and brain data to support and elaborate the idea that these four classes of emotion regulation can be differentiated by the two-dimensional space of [Figure 1](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}. In each section below, we describe behavioral examples (which we refer to as strategies whose names are italicized in the text and are represented in [Figure 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}) and what we know about the neural systems generally implicated in each class of regulation (see [Figure 3](#nsx096-F3){ref-type="fig"} for overview). While we limit our review to the self-regulation of emotion, we acknowledge that social/interpersonal forms of emotion regulation represent an important new area of research that may benefit from the types of distinctions made here ([@nsx096-B147]; [@nsx096-B23]; [@nsx096-B109]).

![Four classes of emotion regulation, their neural systems, and behavioral strategies. The neural systems involved in each class of emotion regulation are illustrated. The specific regions and combinations of regions involved may vary, in particular for explicit-controlled and implicit-automatic regulation. The regions depicted were chosen because they represent the current literature.](nsx096f3){#nsx096-F3}

Explicit-controlled emotion regulation
======================================

We know the most about explicit-controlled forms of emotion regulation, which have dominated human emotion regulation research for the last 15 years. Per the definitions offered above, explicit-controlled emotion regulation strategies are consciously initiated by individuals who are aware that they are regulating and are supported by controlled processes.

Three explicit-controlled emotion regulation strategies have received the most attention: selective attention, distraction and reappraisal. Selective attention ([Figure 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}) involves moving the focus of attention toward, or away from, affective stimuli or certain features of them, whereas distraction is the process of keeping our minds occupied with irrelevant cognitions so that the amount of attention devoted to a stimulus is diminished ([@nsx096-B93]). Reappraisal ([Figures 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"} and 2) involves intentionally changing how we think about and describe a stimulus's meaning so as to alter our emotional response to it ([@nsx096-B50]).

Our understanding of explicit-controlled emotion regulation comes largely from studies of reappraisal. Reappraisal can be used to change the intensity, quality or duration of various kinds of emotional responses in accordance with regulation goals ([@nsx096-B95]; [@nsx096-B52]). Most work has examined the use of reappraisal to decrease responses to aversive visual stimuli (e.g. photographic images). Although there are many ways to reappraise (e.g. [@nsx096-B82]; [@nsx096-B95]), a canonical version of such a task presents aversive pictures and asks participants to reappraise them by reinterpreting depicted scenes in a less negative way.

To date, our knowledge of the neural mechanisms underlying explicit-controlled emotion regulation comes almost entirely from studies in humans rather than in animals, in large part because complex, consciously directed cognitive processes are difficult to study in animal models. Of human studies, the majority have focused on reappraisal, and of those, nearly all involve imaging. Selective attention studies have used a disparate array of methods that often lack behavioral measures verifying how well attention has been controlled ([@nsx096-B93]; [@nsx096-B12]), thereby limiting the conclusions that can be drawn. The few studies examining distraction have used more consistent and reliable methods, and their results are highlighted here.

Our understanding of the neural systems for explicit-controlled emotion regulation builds on prior cognitive neuroscience research suggesting that cognitive control is implemented through the influence of domain general PFC-based control systems on posterior and subcortical systems that represent specific kinds of sensory or mnemonic information ([@nsx096-B72]; [@nsx096-B86]). This influence is possible due to the intrinsic and extrinsic anatomical connections of PFC/parietal control regions ([@nsx096-B86]; [@nsx096-B85]), which allow them to affect processing in other parts of the brain.

Four such control systems ([Figures 3](#nsx096-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#nsx096-F4){ref-type="fig"}) have been most strongly implicated in explicit-controlled emotion regulation: dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC), dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) and dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) ([@nsx096-B39]; [@nsx096-B95]; [@nsx096-B13]). DLPFC is active during both distraction ([@nsx096-B136]; [@nsx096-B70]) and reappraisal ([@nsx096-B13]), which both involve holding in mind regulatory goals and manipulating strategy-relevant content while controlling the focus of attention on strategy relevant information, all of which are thought to depend on a dlPFC-parietal control network ([@nsx096-B86]; [@nsx096-B24]). Reappraisal involves the vlPFC, likely because it requires the selection of goal-appropriate interpretations and inhibition of inappropriate ones, both functions of vlPFC ([@nsx096-B3]; [@nsx096-B25]). While distraction sometimes recruits vlPFC, direct comparisons suggest that reappraisal recruits it to a greater extent ([@nsx096-B83]), presumably because selecting appropriate reinterpretations is essential to reappraisal. Distraction ([@nsx096-B70]; [@nsx096-B83]) and reappraisal ([@nsx096-B13]) engage the dACC and adjacent posterior dmPFC, which monitor conflicts between intended and actual behavioral outcomes and signal when appropriate adjustments in control are needed ([@nsx096-B10]; [@nsx096-B4]; [@nsx096-B11]; [@nsx096-B19]). Rostral portions of dmPFC, thought to play a key role in mentalizing ([@nsx096-B146]), have been implicated in some studies of reappraisal, likely to support monitoring and reflection on one's own emotional states and reflection on and reinterpretation of the mental states of stimulus persons ([@nsx096-B95]; [@nsx096-B13]).

![Description of emotion regulation strategies at multiple-levels. Reappraisal (A) and extinction (B) are described at the levels of behavior, psychological processes and brain systems. Brain regions colored blue are thought to be involved in regulation, whereas brain regions colored red are thought to be modulated by regulation.](nsx096f4){#nsx096-F4}

Four additional kinds of data suggest that the regions supporting explicit-controlled regulation serve domain general cognitive control functions*.* First, structural data show that gray matter volume in the right vlPFC predicts successful behavioral performance on both a reappraisal task and a stop-signal task, which is a common measure of response inhibition ([@nsx096-B131]). Second, PFC damage impairs virtually all 'cold' forms of cognitive control ([@nsx096-B86]) and the same may be true for reappraisal: a left frontal stroke patient was unable to spontaneously generate reappraisals ([@nsx096-B115]) and group of patients with focal frontal unilateral lesions were slower to generate reappraisals ([@nsx096-B116]). Third, working memory capacity predicts behavioral indicators of reappraisal success ([@nsx096-B121]). Fourth, better performance on a battery of memory and cognitive control tasks predicts greater decreases in amygdala activity during reappraisal ([@nsx096-B143]).

Explicit-controlled strategies modulate activity in various systems for triggering affective responses, including the amygdala, ventral striatum and insula. During the down-regulation of negative emotion, amygdala activity is consistently reduced by distraction ([@nsx096-B136]; [@nsx096-B70]; [@nsx096-B83]) and reappraisal ([@nsx096-B13]). Insula activity is reduced by distraction from pain ([@nsx096-B138]) and sometimes by distraction from negative emotion ([@nsx096-B136]). And ventral striatum activity has been reduced by distraction ([@nsx096-B35]; [@nsx096-B80]) and reappraisal ([@nsx096-B73]).

Implicit-automatic emotion regulation
=====================================

Implicit-automatic emotion regulation describes strategies initiated by implicit goals to change affect that are implemented by more automatic processes. Two main implicit-automatic emotion regulation strategies have been studied to date: extinction and reinforcer revaluation ([Figures 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"} and 2). Both involve learning through experience that the affective value of a stimulus has changed because the outcome (e.g. pain or reward) that was associated with it has been removed or altered. In extinction, a stimulus that previously predicted an aversive outcome (e.g. a painful shock) now no longer does, and in reinforcer revaluation, a stimulus that previously was associated with some outcome (e.g. a large reward) now predicts a different outcome (e.g. a smaller reward). We consider these phenomena to be implicit-automatic emotion regulation because (i) updating the affective value of a stimulus causes corresponding changes in behavioral indicators of emotional response; (ii) there is no explicit goal to regulate emotion and (iii) emotional responses are changed by processes that operate largely, if not entirely, automatically ([@nsx096-B76]).

Extinction and reinforcer revaluation have received considerable attention in both human and animal studies ([@nsx096-B101]; [@nsx096-B36]; [@nsx096-B91]; [@nsx096-B106]), which suggest that they are supported by the medial orbitofrontal cortex and vmPFC ([Figures 3](#nsx096-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#nsx096-F4){ref-type="fig"}). For simplicity and to be consistent with the majority of human neuroimaging research, we use the term vmPFC here.

The vmPFC is thought of as a hub that integrates inputs from diverse brain systems to compute and update representations of the affective value of stimuli to support contextually appropriate responses to them ([@nsx096-B111]). The vmPFC combines information about one's current context, goals, motivational states and learning history to provide an integrated representation of the expected (subjective, affective) value(s) of actions, stimuli and outcomes ([@nsx096-B122]; [@nsx096-B111]; [@nsx096-B94]; [@nsx096-B112]). The vmPFC is uniquely suited to integrate this information, as it is reciprocally interconnected with regions that (i) identify what stimuli are present---including lateral temporal regions representing perceptual features of stimuli ([@nsx096-B96]), (ii) indicate the initial valuation of these stimuli and their features---including the amygdala ([@nsx096-B1]) and ventral striatum ([@nsx096-B96]; [@nsx096-B55]), which provide information about the relevance of stimuli to affective goals and (iii) provide important contextual information that may constrain the range of appropriate responses---including medial temporal regions that may have encoded specific prior experiences with stimuli ([@nsx096-B104]), subcortical and cortical (e.g. insula) regions representing current motivational (e.g. hunger) and other body states (e.g. pain) ([@nsx096-B21]; [@nsx096-B103]), and lateral prefrontal and cingulate regions representing current task goals ([@nsx096-B21]; [@nsx096-B103]).

Meta-analyses of human imaging studies have demonstrated that vmPFC is the primary (but not only) region whose activity tracks the current subjective value of food, money or various goods ([@nsx096-B22]), its activity increases for highly valued stimuli or when extinction requires that these values are updated ([@nsx096-B141]; [@nsx096-B48]; [@nsx096-B100]) and decreases for devalued stimuli ([@nsx096-B49]; [@nsx096-B71]). Importantly, the vmPFC tracks the subjective value for stimuli as a function of one's chronic goals---for example, in successful dieters, vmPFC activity correlates with evaluations of how tasty and healthy foods are *vs* only tastiness in non-dieters ([@nsx096-B57]; [@nsx096-B58]). Here we should point out that valuation processes, like the ones just reviewed, may not be completely implicit. That is, individuals may have some awareness that how they value a stimulus is changing/has changed. We consider valuation processes to be implicit-automatic when there is no explicit goal to regulate emotion and emotional responses are changed by processes that operate largely automatically.

Structural studies also support the role of the vmPFC in representing subjective value/preferences based on current information about contingencies rather than stored preferences ([@nsx096-B122]). For example, in humans, vmPFC lesions impair the initial learning ([@nsx096-B18]) and expression of simple stimulus preferences ([@nsx096-B47]), render preference hierarchies unstable ([@nsx096-B17]) and disrupt evaluation of social stimuli such as facial expressions ([@nsx096-B67]; [@nsx096-B64]) and stereotyped groups ([@nsx096-B87]). In both animal and human research, vmPFC lesions disrupt retention of the newly learned values acquired in extinction ([@nsx096-B89]; [@nsx096-B107]), and in humans, vmPFC thickness predicts retention of extinguished responses ([@nsx096-B84]). Additionally, individuals with vmPFC lesions exhibit behaviors suggesting an impaired ability to integrate contextual information (e.g. social norms) to guide their behavior, including general disruptions of social behavior and emotional experience ([@nsx096-B65]), teasing strangers in inappropriate ways ([@nsx096-B7]) and failing to recognize when others commit a faux pas ([@nsx096-B130]). Most critically, individuals with vmPFC lesions show heightened amygdala responses to aversive images, providing evidence that the vmPFC is involved in regulating the amygdala ([@nsx096-B90]). These studies highlight the myriad functions that have been attributed to the vmPFC, and its specific roles are still under debate ([@nsx096-B34]).

Implicit-controlled emotion regulation
======================================

Implicit-controlled emotion regulation is characterized by an implicit emotion regulatory goal and the engagement of controlled processes. Research on its neural bases has not been systematic, coming primarily from human imaging work suggesting that it engages combinations of the neural systems observed in explicit-controlled and implicit-automatic regulation ([Figure 3](#nsx096-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Most such studies have used selective attention tasks relying on brain regions involved in cognitive control, including lateral PFC regions critical for holding in mind rules or selecting/inhibiting responses, and posterior mPFC/dACC regions important for performance monitoring and evaluating the need for cognitive control ([@nsx096-B86]; [@nsx096-B140]; [@nsx096-B124]).

Implicit-controlled strategies occupy a large swath of the two-dimensional space because their underlying psychological processes arise from several different combinations of goal and process. We have identified two main types of implicit-controlled strategies and discuss what is known about their underlying neural systems below.

The first type includes strategies where the regulatory goal is incidental and regulation is simply a by-product of using top-down control to perform another task. Here, two types of experimental tasks have been commonly used. The first involves selectively attending to perceptual features of stimuli, such as the emotional Stroop ([Figure 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@nsx096-B98]; [@nsx096-B45]; [@nsx096-B12]) or emotional go-nogo ([Figure 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@nsx096-B59]; [@nsx096-B43]; [@nsx096-B60]; [@nsx096-B8]; [@nsx096-B20]). In these tasks, affective stimuli are encountered while pursuing an explicit task goal (e.g. 'ignore the words and name the emotion expression' or 'press a key when you see fearful faces') that does not involve the conscious intention to regulate emotion but nonetheless engages controlled processes. Performing these tasks tends to engage lateral prefrontal regions (e.g. dlPFC and vlPFC) and mPFC/dACC and modulate activity in regions implicated in encoding appetitive or aversive stimulus features ([@nsx096-B93]; [@nsx096-B12]). The second example involves selectively attending/responding to semantic features of stimuli. This type of implicit-controlled regulation is exemplified by affect labeling tasks ([Figure 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}) where participants have the explicit goal of deciding which of two semantic labels (e.g. 'fear') is the best match for a target stimulus (a fear face) but have no conscious intention to change their affective responses. The act of selecting the semantic label engages regions implicated in controlled processes (e.g. right vlPFC) and reduces behavioral (e.g. self-report) and neural (e.g. amygdala activity) markers of affective responding ([@nsx096-B78]; [@nsx096-B25]; [@nsx096-B79]; [@nsx096-B97]; [@nsx096-B132]; [@nsx096-B15]).

The second type of implicit-controlled strategy includes those that involve the use of controlled processes initiated by implicit goals that are externally-generated (e.g. by priming) or internally-generated (e.g. by a chronically active goal). Again, two kinds of research are relevant here. First, in studies of automatic goal pursuit ([Figures 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"} and 2) an externally given goal is activated outside of awareness and guides subsequent behavior ([@nsx096-B6]). Although there is a rich behavioral literature on automatic goal pursuit in non-affective contexts ([@nsx096-B31]; [@nsx096-B62]), only recently has it been studied as a form of emotion regulation. For example, reductions in anger ([@nsx096-B81]) and physiological reactivity ([@nsx096-B142]) may follow from presentation of regulation-related words embedded in a scrambled sentences paradigm presented as unrelated to a main task. Interestingly, priming emotion regulation in this way may be most effective for individuals who do not habitually use explicit-controlled reappraisal ([@nsx096-B81]), suggesting that explicitly and implicitly triggering a given strategy may involve different mechanisms. Although no imaging studies have examined primed emotion regulation, one study demonstrated that top-down control processes and lateral PFC can be engaged by non-consciously primed conflict ([@nsx096-B75]).

The second example comes from studies where an internally generated implicit goal, such as the chronically active goal to maintain accurate representations of affective value, can drive engagement of controlled processes to update affective responses. Perhaps the most well-studied example is reversal learning ([Figures 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"} and 2), where an organism learns that one stimulus of a pair is initially associated with reward, but then this association flips and the organism must update the affective values associated with both stimuli. Some studies suggest that reversal learning involves the kind of vmPFC-dependent value updating found in implicit-automatic regulation ([@nsx096-B66]; [@nsx096-B91]; [@nsx096-B120]; [@nsx096-B46]). However, studies using repeated/serial reversals, which foster the development and application of rules, find that the vlPFC is involved in both human fMRI ([@nsx096-B26]; [@nsx096-B110]; [@nsx096-B88]; [@nsx096-B56]) and animal lesion studies ([@nsx096-B114]; [@nsx096-B113]). The animal studies are particularly striking because they suggest that previous findings of vmPFC lesions impairing reversal are attributable to damaging fibers of passage connecting the amygdala and vlPFC. Excitotoxic lesions targeting only cortical tissue and sparing these fibers do not impair reversal ([@nsx096-B113]). As such, at present, we consider reversal learning to be best characterized as a form of implicit-controlled regulation, because in some cases, like repeated reversals, more than one kind of process---including controlled processes---may support it.

Explicit-automatic emotion regulation
=====================================

Explicit-automatic emotion regulation involves an explicit goal to change emotion, with regulatory change depending on automatic processes (cf. [@nsx096-B5]). This type of regulation has received the least empirical attention in neuroscience research, but there is at least one well-studied behavioral phenomenon that has the characteristics of explicit-automatic regulation: placebo effects ([Figure 1A](#nsx096-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Placebo effects involve the expectation or belief that a sham treatment is effective in changing the way one will respond to a stimulus without relying on top-down control processes to cause placebo-related changes in response to a stimulus ([@nsx096-B137]).

Most neuroscience research has probed effects of placebo on pain in humans. Behaviorally, numerous studies have shown that consciously holding the expectation that a placebo treatment (e.g. a cream) is effective reduces the experience of pain (e.g. unpleasant heat). In the brain ([Figure 3](#nsx096-F3){ref-type="fig"}), placebo treatment is generally accompanied by increased recruitment of several regions, including vmPFC, dlPFC, lateral OFC, ventral striatum and periaqueductal gray, with activity in these regions thought to support the maintenance of information about the context and the creation of placebo-related expectations/appraisals ([@nsx096-B137]). Accompanying these activity increases are reductions in activity in pain-sensitive brain regions including the medial thalamus, anterior insula, and dACC, periaqueductal gray and secondary somatosensory cortex-dorsal posterior insula ([@nsx096-B137]). Placebo beliefs also can regulate other types of affective responses, including the experience of disgust and associated insula activity ([@nsx096-B119]).

Although placebo treatments recruit multiple PFC systems, current behavioral data tell us more about the underlying processes and indicate the way in which they affect change does not require cognitive control or working memory. Evidence supporting this view comes from a study showing that the magnitude of placebo-induced analgesia was not impacted by concurrent completion of a working memory task ([@nsx096-B14]). This suggests that placebo effects can occur without substantial conscious effort, perhaps because---in contrast to explicit-controlled strategies---placebo effects do not require ongoing conscious manipulation of appraisals of the painful stimulus. This difference between reappraisal and placebo effects was hit home in a recent imaging study showing that placebo acts directly on activity in pain-sensitive regions, whereas reappraisal changes connectivity between pain-sensitive regions and regions related to reward ([@nsx096-B144]). Taken together, these studies highlight the importance of understanding brain activity in the context of behavior. While dlPFC is engaged during placebo, its role is likely limited to holding the expectation in mind, rather than the conscious adjustment of appraisals.

Implications and future directions
==================================

This multi-level framework organizes several distinct literatures and methodologies from both animal and human research to describe the relationships among and differences between broad classes of emotion regulatory phenomena. In so doing, it provides a common, unified language for talking about the wide range of regulatory phenomena and helps clarify the boundaries between what we already understand and what future work should explore. Having summarized evidence supporting this framework, in this final section, we consider how it clarifies knowledge boundaries, charts a path for future research and may have translational applications.

Clarifying knowledge boundaries and charting future directions
--------------------------------------------------------------

Our premise was that the behavior-brain link is best understood in terms of the psychological mechanisms that connect them ([Figure 4](#nsx096-F4){ref-type="fig"}). As such, we proposed a multi-level framework that turns on a key distinction at the psychological level between explicit and implicit forms of regulation in terms of their reliance on explicit *vs* implicit regulatory goals, with further specification needed to indicate whether these goals change emotion via processes that operate in a controlled *vs* automatic fashion. This framework is complementary to the existing process model of emotion regulation ([@nsx096-B50]; [@nsx096-B95]) and distinct from other proposed frameworks ([@nsx096-B9]; [@nsx096-B54]) in that it uses two orthogonal psychological dimensions to define four related, but distinct classes of emotion regulation strategies. Two classes---explicit-controlled and implicit-automatic---define distinct forms of commonly studied emotion regulation in terms of underlying goals and processes, rather than just one or the other, as has been the case in prior formulations of the explicit *vs* implicit distinction. The framework also provides a means of conceptualizing two more classes of regulation---implicit-controlled and explicit-automatic---that have been characterized previously only as 'implicit' or 'explicit' without clarifying how they differ from other forms of regulation that the framework slots into the explicit-controlled and implicit-automatic categories.

Another benefit of the framework is that it provides a means to conceptualize the various ways in which a given emotion regulation strategy can be implemented ([Figure 2](#nsx096-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, it also makes predictions about how the neural systems will change based on movement on the goal or process axes. Thinking about regulatory strategies in this way highlights the need for future work to systematically vary the degree of awareness and intentionality for regulatory goals and identify factors determining if and when the implementation of a strategy can rely less on controlled processes.

The framework also makes clear what we know about the brain systems involved in explicit-controlled and implicit-automatic regulation ([Figure 3](#nsx096-F3){ref-type="fig"}) and what requires future study. For example, extant work shows that explicit-controlled and implicit-automatic regulation differentially depend on lateral PFC versus vmPFC ([Figure 4](#nsx096-F4){ref-type="fig"}). However, because the explicit-controlled/implicit-automatic distinction confounds the goal and process dimensions, we do not know whether one or both dimensions underlie the difference in PFC recruitment. Future work is needed to determine whether some brain regions---or networks of regions that interact in different ways, depending on the means of regulation employed---are more associated with explicit *vs* implicit goals and/or automatic versus controlled regulatory processes. Studies of hybrid regulation could address these questions because they involve different combinations of regulatory goals and processes. At present, however, there are too few studies of each type of hybrid strategy with methods that differ in multiple ways to draw firm conclusions.

For simplicity, we limited the framework to the goal and process dimensions. However, other dimensions may be useful to consider, including the temporal dimension of emotion regulation. Future work could address at least three key questions. First, how does each class of regulation affect the different emotion generation stages described in the process model? Second, do the classes differ in how quickly they move from activation of a regulatory goal to changing an emotional response? Explicit-controlled regulation, for example, is typically studied with fMRI tasks that have immediate effects on responses to unique stimuli, whereas implicit-automatic regulation has been studied primarily in animals with learning tasks that involve incremental changes in responding to repeated stimuli. More human studies are needed on implicit-automatic, implicit-controlled and explicit-automatic strategies, and we should examine the role of learning/practice in all classes. This leads to a third question---do the classes of regulation differ in how durable are their effects on emotional responding? The effects of explicit-controlled regulation may last from minutes to days, depending on the degree of regulatory practice ([@nsx096-B127]; [@nsx096-B38]; [@nsx096-B129]; [@nsx096-B37]). Regarding implicit-automatic strategies, we know that the effect of extinction is also durable and lasts days to weeks (e.g. [@nsx096-B105]), but extinction memories are sensitive to context and are more fragile than the original conditioned association ([@nsx096-B42]). Future work could ask whether explicit-controlled strategies become more automatic and implicit with practice, which in turn could lead to a shift in the frontal regions recruited from dorsal and lateral to ventral and medial.

Translational applications
--------------------------

In describing the behaviors, processes and neural systems supporting different forms of regulation, the framework provides a foundation for understanding sources of normal and abnormal variability in emotion regulation ability. Immaturity, due to a still developing brain, or deficits, due to clinical disorders or aging, of brain systems that support specific kinds of emotion regulation will render some forms of regulation less effective for certain individuals. The framework suggests which kinds of regulation are likely to be the most problematic or beneficial for a given group. For example, relative to young adults, reappraisal ability may be diminished in children and adolescents ([@nsx096-B128]; [@nsx096-B129]), older adults ([@nsx096-B134]; [@nsx096-B143]; [@nsx096-B133]) and individuals with depression ([@nsx096-B69]) or borderline personality disorder ([@nsx096-B74]), in part, because of lateral PFC dysfunction. Future work could test the framework's prediction that implicit-automatic strategies, which depend more on vmPFC, may be more effective for such groups.

Different situational and contextual factors also influence regulation success ([@nsx096-B41]), and future work could probe how the four classes of regulatory strategies are affected by them. For instance, recent work suggests that stress may impair explicit-controlled regulation ([@nsx096-B108]), perhaps by disrupting prefrontal function ([@nsx096-B2]; [@nsx096-B135]). We predict that implicit-automatic strategies would not be as impacted by stress because stress potentiates non-PFC dependent, habitual responses ([@nsx096-B2]). Similarly, certain forms of regulation may be better suited to particular affective stimuli or experiences. For instance, aversive image intensity affects explicit-controlled strategy choice ([@nsx096-B125]).

Conclusion
==========

Our knowledge of emotion regulation strategies has grown over the last 15 years, and we have identified a diverse set of behavioral phenomena that modulate emotional responding. Understanding the neural systems involved in these various strategies requires a novel framework that can account for the wide range of relevant phenomena and provide an organizing structure that is informed by knowledge about behavior, psychological processes and the brain. We proposed a framework that identifies four different classes of emotion regulation strategies---explicit-controlled, implicit-automatic, implicit-controlled and explicit-automatic---which are differentiated based on two orthogonal psychological dimensions that describe the nature of the emotion regulation goal and the nature of the emotion change process. While this framework helps organize our understanding of extant research, it also makes clear how many important questions remain unanswered, and charts directions for future work to address them.
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